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Abstract

Recent functional imaging studies have suggested that the prefrontal cortex (PF) is engaged in the performance of transverse patterning (TP), which consists of 3 conflicting discriminations (A+/B−, B+/C−, C+/A−). However, the roles of PF in TP are still unclear. To address this issue, we examined the neuronal responses in 3 regions [the principal sulcus (PS), dorsal convexity (DC), and medial prefrontal cortex (MPF)] of the macaque PF during the performance of an oculomotor version of TP. A delayed matching-to-sample (DMS) task was used as a control task. The TP task-responsive neurons were most abundant in MPF. We analyzed the dependency of each neuronal response on the task type (TP or DMS), target shape (A, B, or C), and target location (left or right). Immediately after the choice cue presentation, many MPF neurons showed task dependency. Interestingly, some of them already exhibited differential activity between the 2 tasks before the choice cue presentation. Immediately before the saccade, the number of target location-dependent neurons increased in MPF and PS. Among them, many MPF neurons were also influenced by the task type, whereas PS neurons tended to show location dependency without task dependency. These results suggest that MPF and PS are involved in the execution of TP: MPF appears to be more important in the target selection based on the TP rule, whereas PS is apparently more related to the response preparation. In addition, some neurons showed a postsaccadic response, which may be related to the feedback mechanism.
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1. Introduction

Transverse patterning (TP) is a learning paradigm that requires learning a series of visual discrimination tasks with 3 stimuli [1]. In TP, the correct or rewarded item depends on the context. For example, when A and B are paired, A is correct; when B and C are paired B is correct; and when C and A are paired, C is correct. The third discrimination C from A is relatively difficult because the discrimination is against a logical inference that A is rewarded over B and B is rewarded over C [2-4]. Thus TP is a kind of nonlinear learning, in which stimuli are configured [1,5,6].

To date, the most important findings on animal responses to TP are that rats and monkeys with bilateral damage to the medial temporal structures including the hippocampus are severely impaired in the third discrimination of TP [7-11]. In addition, amnesic patients with hippocampal damage failed to solve the third discrimination of TP [12,13]. Animals with hippocampal damage could solve some other configural learning tasks, and therefore the role of the hippocampus in configural learning may be circumscribed [5,14-16].

On the other hand, recent brain imaging studies with functional MRI (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), and magnetoencephalography (MEG) on humans have suggested that, apart from the temporal cortical regions, the medial prefrontal cortex (MPF) is also involved in TP [17-19]. The fMRI studies by Meltzer and colleagues [17,18] demonstrated deactivation in the temporal cortex and MPF as well as the hippocampus, and activation in the parietal cortex during TP. In addition, their EEG analysis also reported increased theta power in MPF and decreased alpha power in the precuneus during TP. They suggested that the change in theta power could be associated with memory or cognitive demands. Mills and colleagues [19] revealed robust activations in the right hippocampus and frontal cortex during TP. These data have suggested that the prefrontal cortex, especially MPF is involved in TP.

To date, the roles of the prefrontal cortical regions in TP are still unclear. To address this issue, we examined the response characteristics of prefrontal neurons while a monkey performed a TP task. Because the activations of both fMRI and MEG studies were rather robust, we surveyed a relatively wide area in the prefrontal cortex and compared the response properties between the subregions. In addition, to ascertain whether the
responses of the prefrontal neurons would play a specific role in TP, we also examined the responsiveness of the prefrontal neurons during a visual delayed matching-to-sample (DMS) task and compared the responsiveness between the TP and DMS tasks.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Subjects and apparatus
Two adult male macaque monkeys (monkey C, *Macaca fuscata*, 7 kg; monkey M, *Macaca mulatta*, 10 kg) were used in this study. Water was withheld before each daily session, and was given as a reward in an experimental room. Supplemental water and vegetables were given after the session. Experiments were conducted according to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Primates of the Primate Research Institute, Kyoto University (2002, 2010) and Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Research Council (1996). This study was approved by the ethics committee of PRI, Kyoto University.

2.2. Behavioral tasks
Each monkey was seated on a primate chair in a dark soundproof room facing a 17-inch cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor (FlexScan T565, Nanao, Ishikawa) placed at a distance of 30 cm. The monkey’s head was fixed painlessly to the primate chair with a head-restraining device. The behavioral tasks were controlled by a personal computer (PC-9821Xe10, NEC, Tokyo).

The monkeys were trained on a TP task (Fig. 1a left). In the TP task, a trial started with the presentation of a white fixation spot (0.3° × 0.3°) at the center of the CRT monitor. If the monkey fixated it for 2500–3000 ms, choice cues (target and nontarget stimuli, 2° × 2°) were presented on the left and right sides of the fixation spot (eccentricity: 9°). When the monkey continued to fixate the fixation spot for another 500–700 ms, the spot disappeared. If the monkey made a saccade to the target stimulus within 1000 ms and fixated the target for 200 ms, the PC emitted a beep sound for 200 ms and a drop of water was delivered after 100 ms of prereward period. The beep sound informed the monkey whether the response was correct or not. When the monkey made an erroneous saccade to the nontarget stimulus, the visual stimuli disappeared and the monitor turned black. Thus, the monkey could recognize whether the current saccade was correct or not just after the saccadic response. If the monkey had broken the fixation before the end of the trial, a blank screen was immediately presented for 2000 ms. The next trial started after an intertrial interval of 2000 ms. Trials with a fixation break before the offset of the fixation spot were regarded as
incomplete trials, and the data were not analyzed in detail in the present study.

The monkey’s eye position was measured by an infrared camera (R-21C-AB, RMS, Hirosaki) at a sampling rate of 250 Hz. When the monkey’s eye position was in a fixation window, a square of $4^\circ \times 4^\circ$ centering on the fixation spot, we regarded that the monkey fixated the fixation spot. If the monkey’s eye position was out of the window, we considered that the monkey failed to fixate the spot. We set a target window, a square of $5^\circ \times 5^\circ$ on each side centering on the target stimulus. If the monkey’s eye position was in the target window, we regarded that the monkey made a saccadic eye movement to the target.

In the TP task, the monkey was required to choose the target stimulus on the basis of a predefined rule. We used 3 visual stimuli for each monkey (Fig. 1b). For a set of stimuli A, B, and C, the rule for choice was defined as $A+/B-, B+/C-, \text{ and } C+/A-$, where the “+” and “−” indicate the target and the nontarget, respectively (Fig. 1c). This rule was fixed throughout the entire period of the experiments. Consequently, there were 6 trial conditions: 3 stimulus pairs (A-B, B-C, or C-A) $\times$ 1 predetermined target stimulus $\times$ 2 target locations (left or right).

The monkey was trained on a DMS task as a control task (Fig. 1a right). The same 3 visual stimuli as those in the TP task were used for each monkey. In the DMS task, a white fixation spot was presented at the center of the monitor. If the monkey fixated it for 1000 ms, a visual sample stimulus ($2^\circ \times 2^\circ$) was presented at the center for 500 ms. After a delay period of 1000–1500 ms, choice cues were presented. In the DMS task, the monkey had to choose the sample stimulus as the target stimulus.

Depending on the sample, either A or B could be the target for the AB pair in the DMS task. Thus, there were 12 trial conditions in total: 3 stimulus pairs (A-B, B-C, or C-A) $\times$ 2 target stimuli $\times$ 2 target positions (left or right). In half of the DMS trials, the target was the same as in the TP task (designated as “congruent” trials), whereas in the other half of the DMS trials, the target assignment was the opposite (designated as “incongruent” trials) (Fig. 1c). In the congruent trials, after the onset of the cue presentation, the same visual stimuli were presented, the same target stimulus was chosen, and the saccadic eye movement to the same direction occurred as in the TP task. The congruent and incongruent trials were mixed
pseudorandomly.

For both tasks, in each trial, a pair of stimuli was selected pseudorandomly from the set of 3 stimuli. The location of the target stimulus (left or right) was also assigned pseudorandomly. The 2 tasks were interleaved in a blockwise manner. A block was completed when the monkey achieved at least 10 correct trials for the each trial condition (60 trials in a block for the TP task and 120 trials in a block for the DMS task, at the minimum). Details of the task training are explained in Supplementary data 1.

2.3. Recording procedure

Action potentials of single neurons were recorded extracellularly using glass-coated Elgiloy microelectrodes (0.5–2 MΩ) and amplified by an amplifier (MEG-6108, Nihon Kohden, Tokyo). The electrodes were inserted using a grid system. Action potentials were isolated and converted to pulses using a spike waveform detector (Multispike Detector, Alpha Omega Engineering, Nazareth). The data of action potentials and task events were stored in the hard disk of the PC. We examined the responsiveness of the neurons tested with $\geq 10$ correct trials in the TP task; the data for the neurons tested with $<10$ correct trials were discarded from further analysis.

The positions of the recording sites and angle of the recording chamber were determined on the basis of MR images. In addition, the location of the frontal eye field was determined by intracortical microstimulations (ICMS, 0.8-ms pulse duration, 3.2-ms pulse interval, 50 pulses/train, 80 µA) out of behavioral tasks [20,21]. After all recordings were completed, to confirm the recording sites, several electrolytic lesions were made in the prefrontal cortex by passing an anodal current (30 s, 20 µA) (Figs. 2a and 2b).

2.4. Data analysis

We analyzed the firing rates in 4 task periods. The control period was a 300-ms period from 500 ms after the fixation onset. The initial 500 ms was discarded to avoid the effects of saccadic eye movements to the fixation spot. The cue period was a 300-ms period from 100 ms after the presentation of the choice cues. The initial 100 ms was excluded to compensate for the latency of typical visual responses in PF [22]. The presaccadic period was a
300-ms period immediately before the saccade onset. The postsaccadic period was a 300-ms period immediately after the saccade offset. The saccade onset was defined as the time when the monkey’s eye position went out of the fixation window, and the saccade offset was defined as the time when the monkey’s eye position fell within the target window.

Because the monkey was expected to perceive the visual choice cue, choose a target on the basis of the task rule, and make a saccade to the target during the cue and presaccadic periods, we first compared the neuronal firing during these periods with that during the control period. If the firing during the cue or presaccadic period was significantly different from that during the control period (\(\alpha = 0.01\), Steel test), the neuron was regarded as task responsive. Then, to evaluate the response selectivity of the responsive neurons, we analyzed the neuronal firing in each period with a 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) post hoc test (\(\alpha = 0.05\)). The factors were location (left or right) and shape (A, B, or C) of the target stimulus. If the effect of any factor or interaction was significant, we considered that the neuron exhibited response selectivity.

To examine whether the neuronal activity was TP-task dependent or not, we compared the firing rate of each neuron during the TP task with that during the DMS task. In this analysis, we used the data from the congruent trials because the physical stimulations were the same and the direction of the saccade response was the same. The only difference was the rule to solve the task. We analyzed the neuronal firing, in each period, of both tasks using a 3-way ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post hoc test (\(\alpha = 0.05\)). The factors were task type (TP or DMS), location (left or right), and shape (A, B, or C). We analyzed the data from not only the “task responsive” neurons but also “task unresponsive” neurons because some neurons showed significantly differential firing between the tasks even during the control period (a 300-ms period from 500 ms after the fixation onset before visual stimulation).

We also found that some neurons changed their activity after saccadic eye movement to the target stimulus in the TP task. We analyzed the neuronal firing in the postsaccadic period of both tasks, using a 3-way ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post hoc test (\(\alpha = 0.05\)), as we had done for the cue and presaccadic periods. Then, we examined how these neurons behaved when the monkey committed an erroneous saccade; i.e., in an error trial.
Some neurons changed their firing rate during the control period, depending on the task type. We compared the neuronal firing during the control period between the TP and DMS tasks, using Wilcoxon rank sum test ($\alpha = 0.05$).

Spike density functions were computed by convolution of the spike trains with a Gaussian kernel ($\sigma = 30$ ms), using a resolution of 1 ms.

Success rate during the recording of each neuron was calculated separately for the TP task, and the congruent trials and the incongruent trials of the DMS task.

2.5. Histological procedures

The recording sites were histologically determined on a series of coronal sections. After the completion of all the recording sessions, the monkey was deeply anesthetized with ketamine [2.5 mg/kg, intramuscular (i.m.)], medetomidine (0.1 mg/kg, i.m.), and pentobarbital sodium (30 mg/kg, intravenous). The brain was perfused transcardially with 0.1-M phosphate buffered saline, and then with 0.1-M phosphate buffer containing 8% formalin. Prior to formalin perfusion, 3 stainless steel needles were inserted at known coordinates of the recording chamber (Figs. 2a and 2c). The brain was postfixed in the same fresh fixative for 1 day, saturated with 30% sucrose at 4°C, and then cut serially into coronal sections 100-µm-thick on a freezing microtome. The sections were Nissl-stained with 1% Neutral Red. Locations of the recording sites in this monkey were determined using the marks of the electrolytic lesions and the tracks of the needles on the stained sections as references.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral data

The 2 monkeys often failed to fixate the fixation spot during a trial. The mean percentage of the incomplete trials with a fixation break before the disappearance of the fixation spot in the TP task and in the congruent and incongruent trials of the DMS tasks were 20.9%, 32.9%, and 32.3% for monkey C, and 23.4%, 31.5%, and 29.4% for monkey M, respectively. As for the TP task, the rates of incomplete trials for the three stimulus pairs (AB, BC, and CA) were 21.0% ± 6.6%, 17.5% ± 5.1%, and 20.7% ± 5.6% for monkey C, and 23.2% ± 6.7%, 24.2 ± 5.2%, and 21.4% ± 4.1% for monkey M,
respectively. The rates were not significantly different among stimulus pairs in monkey M ($\chi^2 = 1.92, P > 0.05$, Kruskal–Wallis test). For monkey C, there was a marginally significant difference among stimulus pairs ($\chi^2 = 6.57, P = 0.037$). These incomplete trials with a fixation break were excluded from further analysis.

Otherwise, monkeys were expertized in both TP and DMS tasks prior to the beginning of the recording experiments, and made few erroneous choices. The rates of correct responses (median ± quartile deviation) for the TP task, and the congruent and incongruent trials of the DMS tasks, were 96.0% ± 1.5%, 98.1% ± 1.0%, and 94.6% ± 2.4% for monkey C, and 90.3% ± 3.1%, 98.8% ± 1.0%, and 91.8% ± 2.5% for monkey M, respectively. The rate of correct responses of the congruent trials of the DMS task was significantly higher than those of the TP task and the incongruent trials of the DMS task in both monkeys (Monkey C, $\chi^2 = 63.9, P < 0.001$; Monkey M, $\chi^2 = 116.27, P < 0.001$, Kruskal–Wallis test with Tukey’s HSD post hoc test). In the TP task, the rates of correct responses for the three stimulus pairs (AB, BC, and CA) were 96.9% ± 2.3%, 95.7% ± 2.4%, and 97.1% ± 2.6% for monkey C, and 91.2% ± 5.5%, 91.3% ± 4.5%, and 91.9% ± 4.8% for monkey M, respectively. These rates were not significantly different among stimulus pairs in both monkeys (Monkey C, $\chi^2 = 3.93, P > 0.05$; Monkey M, $\chi^2 = 0.76, P > 0.05$, Kruskal–Wallis test).

3.2. Neuronal data

A total of 221 neurons were examined in the TP task (151 and 70 in monkeys C and M, respectively). On the basis of histological examination, the recording sites were divided into 3 prefrontal regions: PS (both the dorsal and ventral banks and its lips); DC (the convexity dorsal to PS); and MPF (the medial wall above the cingulate sulcus, which extended somewhat to the dorsal bank of the cingulate sulcus) (Fig. 2d). Among the 221 neurons, 72, 90, and 59 were located in PS, DC, and MPF, respectively. Out of the 221 neurons, 190 were also tested with the DMS task (120 and 70 in monkeys C and M, respectively). Among them, 64, 72, and 54 neurons were located in PS, DC, and MPF, respectively.

3.2.1. Neuronal responsiveness in the TP task

3.2.1.1. Response profiles. Many prefrontal neurons showed changes in
activity during the cue and/or presaccadic periods of the TP task. Examples of each type of response are shown in Fig. 3. The first type of neuron responded during the cue period. An MPF neuron (Fig. 3a) showed a clear response just after the cue was presented. This response soon ceased in the cue period. We designated neurons of this type as cue-type (C-type) neurons. The second type of neuron changed its firing rate during the presaccadic period. A PS neuron (Fig. 3b) gradually increased its firing rate and reached a peak during the presaccadic period. We designated neurons of this type as presaccade-type (P-type) neurons. The third type of neuron started to respond in the cue period and continued the response during the presaccadic period. A PS neuron (Fig. 3c) increased its firing rate just after the cue onset and the response continued until the monkey made a saccade. We designated neurons of this type as cue-and-presaccade-type (CP-type) neurons.

Among the 72 PS, 90 DC, and 59 MPF neurons tested, 34 (47%), 29 (32%), and 40 (68%) neurons were responsive during the cue or presaccadic period. The ratio of the responsive neurons to the tested neurons was significantly different among the 3 regions ($\chi^2 = 18.14, P < 0.001$, $\chi^2$ test); more in MPF and less in DC (MPF, $P < 0.001$: DC, $P < 0.001$, residual analysis as the post hoc test). The ratios of C-type, P-type, and CP-type neurons to the tested neurons were 9 (13%), 11 (15%), and 10 (14%) in PS neurons, 7 (8%), 12 (13%), and 9 (10%) in DC neurons, and 10 (17%), 14 (23%), and 16 (27%) in MPF neurons, respectively (Figs. S1 and S2). The ratios of each type of neuron were examined. The ratios of C-type and P-type neurons were not different among the 3 prefrontal regions (C-type, $\chi^2 = 2.94, P > 0.05$: P-type, $\chi^2 = 2.92, P > 0.05$), whereas the ratio of CP-type neurons was significantly different among the 3 regions ($\chi^2 = 8.14, P = 0.016$); more in MPF and less in DC (MPF, $P = 0.006$: DC, $P = 0.049$). Four PS neurons and 1 DC neuron responded during the cue period under some trial conditions, and during the presaccadic period under other trial conditions. Thus, we could not classify these 5 neurons.

During the TP task, there were more responsive neurons, especially CP-type neurons, in MPF than in the other regions.

3.2.1.2. Selectivity for target location and shape. Fig. 3a shows a C-type neuron, which exhibited a strong response to the shape B as a target during the cue period, but only weak responses to the shapes A and C ($F(2, 78) =$
5.58, \( P = 0.005 \), 2-way ANOVA; right panel). The CP-type neuron shown in Fig. 3c also showed a shape-dependent responses. This neuron increased its firing rate in response to shapes A and C as a target during the cue period, but the increase was less clear in response to shape B \((F(2, 60) = 6.29, P = 0.003; \text{ right panel})\). The P-type neuron shown in Fig. 3b increased its firing rate before the monkey made a saccade to the right target but not to the left target \((F(1, 54) = 15.24, P < 0.001; \text{ right panel})\).

To examine the selectivity of the responses for shape and location, we applied a 2-way ANOVA, where the factors were shape (A, B, or C) and location (left or right), for each neuronal response during the cue or presaccadic period, separately.

Among the neurons showing responses during the cue period (C-type and CP-type neurons), a few exhibited shape-dependent response: 4 PS neurons (6%), 1 DC neurons (1%), and 1 MPF neurons (2%). This was also the case for location-dependent response: 3 PS (4%), 3 DC (3%), and 4 MPF (7%) neurons. In addition, 3 PS (4%), 2 DC (2%), and 2 MPF (3%) neurons showed a significant interaction between shape and location.

Among the neurons responsive during the presaccadic period (P-type and CP-type neurons), again only a few neurons exhibited shape-dependent response: 3 PS (4%), 1 DC (1%), and 2 MPF (3%) neurons. However, approximately 10% of the neurons showed location-dependent responses: 8 PS (11%), 5 DC (6%), and 7 MPF (12%) neurons. Three PS (4%) and 4 MPF (7%) but no DC neurons exhibited a significant interaction between shape and location.

Some prefrontal neurons changed their firing rate depending on the shape and/or location of the target.

### 3.2.2. Task dependency.
To examine whether the recorded neurons played some unique role in the TP task, we tested 190 neurons in the DMS task as well as in the TP task, and compared the responsiveness. As described in 2.2. Behavioral tasks, we used the same visual stimuli in both tasks, and required the monkeys to make a saccade to the same target in the TP task and in the “congruent” trials of the DMS task, so that we could directly compare the responsiveness between the TP and DMS tasks (Fig. 1c).
3.2.2.1 Task-dependent responses. As shown in Fig. 4a, a C-type neuron in PS showed shape-independent (left) and location-independent (middle) responses during the cue period (shape, $F(2, 228) = 0.35, P > 0.05$; location, $F(1, 228) = 0.68, P > 0.05$, 3-way ANOVA). However, the response was significantly stronger during the TP task than during the DMS task ($F(1, 228) = 73.97, P < 0.001$; right). Fig. 4b shows the responses of a CP-type neuron in MPF. This neuron exhibited shape-independent (left) but location-dependent (middle) responses during the cue period, and the firing continued to the onset of the saccadic eye movements (shape, $F(2, 300) = 1.17, P > 0.05$; location, $F(1, 300) = 11.68, P < 0.001$). Its firing was stronger in the TP task than in the DMS task ($F(1, 300) = 80.23, P < 0.001$; right). Fig. 4c shows the responses of a P-type neuron in PS, showing shape-independent (left) but location-dependent (middle) responses during the presaccadic period (shape, $F(2, 108) = 1.31, P > 0.05$; location, $F(1, 108) = 6.61, P = 0.012$). This neuron fired more strongly in the TP task than in the DMS task ($F(1, 108) = 5.70, P = 0.019$; right). On the other hand, a P-type PS neuron, shown in Fig. 4d, exhibited shape-dependent (left) and location-dependent (middle) responses during the presaccadic period, while the neuron showed a task-independent response (shape, $F(2, 276) = 10.44, P < 0.001$; location, $F(1, 276) = 0.55, P > 0.05$; task, $F'(1, 276) = 0.01, P > 0.05$; right).

To examine the task dependency of the responses, we applied a 3-way ANOVA, where the factors were task (TP or DMS), shape (A, B, or C), and location (left or right), for each neuronal response during the cue or presaccadic period. Results of the ANOVA are summarized in Table 1.

If a neuron changed its firing rate depending on the task type, that is, the main effect of task on its firing was significant, we designated the neuron as a “task-dependent” neuron. During the cue period, the number of the task-dependent neurons in MPF was significantly greater than those in DC and in PS ($\chi^2 = 8.65, P = 0.012$, $\chi^2$ test; MPF, $P = 0.004$, residual analysis). During the presaccadic period, the number was not significantly different among the 3 regions ($\chi^2 = 0.99, P > 0.05$). Then we compared the response magnitudes of these task-dependent neurons between the 2 tasks. As shown in Table 2, the number of neurons more active in the TP task was not significantly different from that of neurons more active in the DMS task ($P > 0.05$, Binomial test). During the presaccadic period in PS, however, more neurons responded more strongly in the TP task ($P = 0.004$).
Many prefrontal neurons exhibited task-dependent changes in activity, and there were more task-dependent neurons in MPF than in the other 2 regions.

3.2.2.2. Shape-dependent and location-dependent responses. As already described, like neurons shown in Figs. 4b, 4c, and 4d, some prefrontal neurons exhibited target shape-dependent and/or location-dependent responses. The numbers of neurons exhibiting shape-dependent and location-dependent responses are summarized in Table 1. The ratios of shape-dependent neurons were not significantly different among the 3 regions (cue period, $\chi^2 = 3.71, P > 0.05$; presaccadic period, $\chi^2 = 4.51, P > 0.05$, $\chi^2$ test). By contrast, the ratios of the location-dependent neurons were significantly different among the 3 regions during the presaccadic period, but not during the cue period (cue period, $\chi^2 = 1.64, P > 0.05$; presaccadic period, $\chi^2 = 11.69, P = 0.003$). There were more location-dependent neurons in PS and MPF, and less in DC (PS, $P = 0.028$; MPF, $P > 0.05$; DC, $P < 0.001$, residual analysis).

Prefrontal neurons in the 3 regions became more selective for target location during the presaccadic period than during the cue period. The numbers of neurons exhibiting location-dependent responses in all the 3 prefrontal regions were larger during the presaccadic period than that during the cue period ($\chi^2 = 21.43, P < 0.001$, McNemar’s test). Among the 3 regions, in PS and MPF but not in DC, the numbers were significantly greater during the presaccadic period than during the cue period (PS, $\chi^2 = 13.24, P < 0.001$; DC, $\chi^2 = 1.6, P > 0.05$; MPF, $\chi^2 = 8.07, P = 0.005$). The number of neurons exhibiting shape-dependent responses was not different between the cue and presaccadic periods ($P > 0.05$).

Among the location-dependent neurons, some were task-dependent (Figs. 4b and 4c), but others were not (Fig. 4d). During the cue period, the number of location-dependent neurons was small in total, so we did not further analyze the task dependency of these neurons. During the presaccadic period, the location-dependent but task-independent neurons were more frequently observed in PS (14, 22%), compared with DC (5, 7%) and MPF (7, 13%) ($\chi^2 = 8.02, P = 0.029$, $\chi^2$ test; PS, $P = 0.005$, residual analysis). By contrast, the number of the location-dependent and task-dependent neurons was larger in MPF (10, 19%) than in DC (3, 4%) and
PS (8, 13%) during the presaccadic periods ($\chi^2 = 6.67, P = 0.035$; MPF, $P = 0.039$).

Prefrontal neurons showed responses selective for target shape and location during the tasks. They became more selective for target location during the presaccadic period, especially in PS and MPF. During the presaccadic period, neurons selective for the target location were more task-independent in PS, whereas they were more task-dependent in MPF.

**3.2.2.3. Task interaction neurons.** Some prefrontal neurons changed their response profile between the TP and DMS tasks. Examples of the responses of such a neuron are shown in Fig. 5. The neuron shown in Fig. 5a is the same neuron shown in Fig. 3a. This C-type neuron showed shape-dependent responses. In the TP task, it responded strongly to the shape B, but weakly to the shapes A and C. By contrast, the same neuron responded only weakly to the shapes A, B, and C in the DMS task. The selectivity for target shape was observed only in the TP task ($F(2, 156) = 3.47, P = 0.033$, 3-way ANOVA). The neuron shown in Fig. 5b gradually increased its firing rate toward the saccade onset in both tasks. This CP-type neuron showed location-dependent responses in the TP task. It showed stronger responses under the conditions when the monkey made saccadic eye movements to shape B on the right than to the same target on the left. By contrast, in the DMS task, the neuronal responses were not different among conditions ($F(2, 204) = 4.80, P = 0.009$).

Like these neurons, some prefrontal neurons exhibited response selectivity for shape and/or location only in 1 task (TP or DMS), or changed the selective profile depending on the task type. For these neurons, the results of the ANOVA revealed that the interaction of (task × shape), (task × location), or (task × shape × location) was significant. Therefore, we designated these neurons as “task interaction” neurons, for convenience.

The numbers of task interaction neurons during the cue period were 13 (20%), 9 (13%), and 10 (19%) in PS, DC, and MPF, respectively. Those during the presaccadic period were 9 (14%), 13 (18%), and 16 (30%) in PS, DC, and MPF, respectively.

These neurons apparently conveyed information about the shape and/or location of the target specifically for a certain task.

**3.2.3. Postsaccadic response**
The postsaccadic period was the 300-ms period from the offset of the saccade. Some prefrontal neurons responded during this period, and so we analyzed their response characteristics. Note that the monkey was able to become aware of whether the current response was correct or not just after the saccade (see Materials and Methods). The PS neuron shown in Fig. 6a was more active in the TP task than in the DMS task in the postsaccadic period ($F(1, 228) = 75.91, P < 0.001$, 3-way ANOVA). Fig. 6b is an example of a location-dependent neuron recorded in DC, which was more activated after a rightward saccade ($F(1, 156) = 118.93, P < 0.001$). The number of neurons showing task-dependent, location-dependent, and shape-dependent postsaccadic response was 23 (36%), 20 (31%), and 7 (11%) in PS; 24 (33%), 25 (35%), and 6 (8%) in DC; and 22 (41%), 21 (39%), and 4 (7%) in MPF; respectively. In addition, 13 (20%) PS, 20 (28%) DC, and 6 (11%) MPF neurons showed task-interaction.

To further study the characteristics of the postsaccadic responses, we examined the responses of these neurons in erroneous trials. Generally, however, the performance of the monkey was quite good (over 90% for the TP task); therefore there were very few erroneous trial. Thus, we analyzed a change in activity for only 10 neurons. Two examples of the responses in erroneous trials are shown in Fig. 7.

The neuron shown in Fig. 7a fired strongly after rightward saccades, but not after leftward saccades, in correct trials ($F(1, 156) = 27.97, P < 0.001$, 3-way ANOVA; left panel). In erroneous trials, the neuronal firing was observed again after erroneous rightward saccades, but not leftward saccades (right panel), although we could not conduct any statistical test because of the small number of trials. We confirmed similar response patterns in 8 out of 10 neurons. In the remaining 2 neurons, response characteristics changed drastically. The neuron shown in Fig. 7b responded just after the saccadic eye movements in correct trials and the firing rate was higher in the rightward saccade trials than in the leftward trials ($F(1, 192) = 7.20, P = 0.008$; left panel). In erroneous trials, the same neuron fired vigorously at almost the same timing (right panel). Another neuron responded only after the leftward saccades in correct trials, but the same neuron ceased to fire completely after incorrect saccades.

On the basis of these data, some of the postsaccadic responses reflected the task type, the direction of the saccade, the shape of the target,
and the outcome of the current trial.

3.2.4. Task-dependent activity starting before the cue presentation

Even in the control period, a group of neurons showed a differential level of activity between the 2 tasks (Fig. 8). The numbers of such neurons were 12 (19%) in PS, 19 (26%) in DC, and 21 (39%) in MPF. The number of these neurons in MPF was significantly greater than those in DC and PS ($\chi^2 = 6.03$, $P = 0.049$, $\chi^2$ test; MPF, $P = 0.025$, residual analysis). Soon after the monkey fixated the fixation spot in the DMS task, the DC neuron shown in Fig. 8a exhibited higher activity ($Z = 3.12$, $P = 0.002$, Wilcoxon rank sum test), which continued to the cue periods. Among the neurons showing task-dependent activity in the control period, over half continued to be task-dependent, at least until the cue period: 6 (9%) in PS, 12 (17%) in DC, and 13 (24%) in MPF. We designated these neurons as “task state” neurons. Like the DC neuron shown in Fig. 8b, some of the task state neurons continued to show task-dependent firing throughout a trial, including the cue, presaccadic, and postsaccadic periods. Just after the monkey fixated the fixation spot, before the control period, the DC neuron already showed a higher level of firing in the TP task than in the DMS task ($Z = -5.16$, $P < 0.001$; left), and the differential firing continued throughout a trial after the monkey made a saccadic eye movement (middle and right). The numbers of neurons showing task-dependent activity throughout a trial were 4 (6%) in PS, 7 (10%) in DC, and 7 (13%) in MPF.
4. Discussion

In the present study, we found that many prefrontal neurons responded during the execution of TP. We examined response characteristics of neurons in a relatively wide portion of the monkey prefrontal cortex, i.e., PS, DC, and MPF. In all these regions, at least one-third of the neurons examined showed a change in activity during the cue or presaccadic period of the TP task. These data suggest that some prefrontal neurons function in the execution of the TP task. Among these regions, there were more TP task-responsive neurons in MPF than in PS and DC. This suggests that the MPF would make more contribution to the execution of the TP task, compared to the DC or PS. Consistent with our present data, recent brain imaging studies have reported the involvement of MPF during TP [17-19].

We also examined the neuronal responses in the DMS task, where the same visual stimuli as in the TP task were used. We compared the neuronal responses between the TP task and the congruent trials of the DMS task because, in these 2 conditions, the monkey made saccades to the same target for each pair of choice cues. Among the neurons tested, some neurons showed differential response between the 2 tasks (the task-dependent neurons). Almost all of these neurons responded similarly in the congruent and incongruent trials of the DMS task (Supplementary data 2). These neurons would convey information specific to each task. In addition, these task-dependent neurons were more abundant in MPF than in the other regions. Among the task-dependent neurons in the MPF, nearly equal number of neurons was activated by the TP and DMS tasks (15 and 13 neurons, respectively). These data suggest that MPF is important for applying the appropriate rule, either the TP or DMS.

4.1. Target selection

Many prefrontal neurons responded during the cue period when the monkey perceived the visual cue (target and nontarget stimuli), and selected a target on the basis of the rule of the current task. Some prefrontal neurons exhibited target shape-dependent and/or target location-dependent responses. Many studies reported neuronal activities in PF that were selective for the stimulus features before the implementation of behavior [23-25]. In the present study, some shape-dependent or location-dependent neurons showed task-dependent profiles; i.e., these neurons exhibited
response selectivity for shape and/or location in only 1 task (TP or DMS), or changed the selective profile depending on the task type. These neurons apparently conveyed information about the location and/or shape of the target in a context-dependent manner.

On the other hand, some neurons (task state neurons) started to show a differential level of activity between the TP and DMS tasks before the presentation of the choice cue, or the sample in the DMS task, and kept the differential activity at least until the cue period. Moreover, some of these neurons continued to show differential firing throughout a trial. The signals from these “task state” neurons could differentiate the 2 tasks and inform the current ongoing task state. The signals could be used for the generation of the task-dependent response profiles of the “task-dependent” and “task interaction” neurons. Interestingly, the number of the neurons showing task dependency in the control period (that is, the fixation period) was significantly greater in MPF than in PS and DC. Approximately one-third of the task-dependent neurons in the control period consecutively showed task-dependent activity in each region throughout a trial.

Our present data suggest that MPF is more important for the selection of the target, on the basis of the rule of the current task, than are PS and DC. In line with our current results, a previous study suggested the possible involvement of MPF in target-selection based on context and external stimuli [26].

4.2. Response execution
Many prefrontal neurons also responded during the presaccadic period when the monkey prepared the saccade response to the target after selecting it. Many neurons showed responses selective for the target locations. Compared with the cue period, the prefrontal neurons became more selective for the target location during the presaccadic period. Among the 3 prefrontal regions, there were more location-dependent neurons in PS and MPF than in DC during the presaccadic period, but not during the cue period. The signals from these location-dependent neurons during the presaccadic period could be used for the generation or preparation of the saccade response to the target. The ratios of the location-dependent and task-dependent neurons in MPF were higher than in the other 2 regions. On the other hand, the ratios
of the location-dependent and task-independent neurons in PS were higher than in the other 2 regions. These results might suggest that the roles of these location-dependent neurons differ between MPF and PS. MPF could be more related to the context-dependent representation of the target. In contrast, PS could be more related to the context-independent representation of the target. As regards DC, relatively few task-dependent, location-dependent, and shape-dependent neurons were found in this region compared with the other 2 regions; therefore DC’s role in target selection and response execution is not clear.

In the present study, MPF contained more CP-type neurons than the other regions. These neurons would presumably play important roles in multiple aspects of task execution, from target selection to response execution.

4.3. Feedback and the optimization of behavior
In the postsaccadic period, a certain number of neurons in each of the 3 regions were task-dependent, location-dependent, or shape-dependent. Analysis of the erroneous trials revealed that most of the location-dependent neurons changed responses depending on the saccade direction, but not the location of the correct target. These postsaccadic responses would represent different aspects of the decision that had been made (to follow a specific rule, to choose a specific target, to make a saccade to a specific location), at the time when the outcome was announced. Interestingly, we also found neurons that changed their response drastically between correct (rewarded) and erroneous (unrewarded) trials in this period. Altogether, these postsaccadic responses would represent any aspects of the previous decision, regardless of the relevance in the present task context, and its outcome. Such responses would be useful in reinforcing or extinguishing the rewarded or unrewarded decisions. Similar “post-response” activities in the lateral prefrontal cortex have been reported previously [27,28].

4.4. Possible interactions between PF and medial temporal lobe (MTL) in the TP task
Previous studies in human patients and nonhuman primates have indicated that MTL, including the hippocampus, is crucial for learning of TP [11,29,30]. On the other hand, functional imaging studies in human subjects suggested
that MPF is also important in the performance of the TP task after sufficient practice [17,18].

In the present study, we analyzed the single neuronal activities in the monkey PF after the monkeys had fully mastered the TP rule. The results suggested the involvement of PF, especially MPF, in the TP task performance at the postlearning stage. Previous imaging studies reported that the signal from MTL was also changed during the performance of the TP task [17-19]. These results suggest that PF, especially MPF, together with MTL, functions in the performance of the TP task.

Anatomically, MPF in this study roughly corresponds to the medial subdivision of area 9 extending to the dorsal bank of the cingulate sulcus [31]. This area would have disynaptic bidirectional connections with MTL (entorhinal and perirhinal cortices) via the anterior cingulate gyrus, including areas 24, 32, and 25 [32-35]. Therefore, MPF may possibly exert top-down control to MTL, retrieving mnemonic information through these neuronal pathways for behavioral control [36-39].

5. Conclusion
The present study showed that many neurons in PF, especially those in MPF, responded during the performance of the TP task. For target selection based on the rule and visual information, MPF would play the most important role. Then, PS, together with MPF, would participate in the response preparation. The results of this study, together with those from previous studies, suggest that PF, especially MPF, work together with MTL in the execution of the TP task.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Task paradigms.
(a) Sequences of task events in the TP (left) and DMS (right) tasks are depicted from top to bottom. Arrow heads in the saccade period indicate the target cue. Fixation 1, cue, saccade, hold, and prereward periods are common to both tasks. After the cue onset, both tasks progressed in the same way. (b) Stimulus sets for the 2 monkeys. (c) Combinations of the target and nontarget in the TP and DMS tasks. In each pair of cues, the target and nontarget are depicted in black and gray, respectively. In the congruent trials of the DMS task, the assignment of the target is the same as in the TP task.

Figure 2. Recording sites.
(a) Location of the recording grid (gray unfilled circles) on the line drawing of the brain of monkey C. Three black dots indicate the locations of pin holes made at the time of perfusion. The arrow head indicates the location of the pin hole shown in (c). Black arrow indicates the location of an electrolytic lesion depicted in (b). (b) Photograph of a section through an electrolytic lesion [location indicated in (a)]. (c) A coronal section through the track of a pin penetration [location indicated by a black arrowhead in (a)]. (d) Recording sites were divided into 3 regions (PS, DC, and MPF) as illustrated on a coronal section of the brain. CgS, cingulate sulcus; PS, principal sulcus; sAS, superior limb of arcuate sulcus.

Figure 3. Neuronal responsiveness in the TP task.
Raster displays and spike density function of a C-type neuron (a), a P-type neuron (b), and a CP-type neuron (c). Shading in each panel indicates the analysis period. Panels on the far left show the activities in the control period. The activities are aligned at the fixation onset (ordinate). Second-left panels show the activities in the cue period. The activities are aligned at the choice cue onset (thin vertical line). Third-left panels show the activities in the presaccadic period. The activities are aligned at the saccade onset (thin vertical line). In the right panels, cue period responses to different shapes (a, c) and presaccadic period responses to different locations (b) are depicted. A, B, C indicate the shapes, whereas L and R indicate the locations of the target. CON, control period; CUE, cue period; PRE, presaccadic period.
Figure 4. Effects of target shape, target location, and task type on the neuronal response.
Raster displays and spike density functions of 4 representative neurons showing (a) task dependency in the cue period, (b) task and location dependency in the cue period, (c) task and location dependency in the presaccadic period, and (d) shape and location dependency in the presaccadic period. Left, middle, and right panels indicate the responses to different target shapes (A, B, and C), different target locations (left and right), and different task types (TP and DMS), respectively. Other conventions are as in Fig. 3.

Figure 5. Task interaction neurons
Neuronal responses of 2 representative “task interaction” neurons are displayed separately for the TP (left) and DMS (right) tasks. (a) Cue period responses for different target shapes (A, B, C) are indicated separately. (b) Presaccadic period responses for different combinations of shapes (A, B, C) and locations (L, R) are indicated separately. Other conventions are as in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure 6. Task-dependent and location-dependent postsaccadic activities
Raster displays and spike density functions aligned at the saccade offset (thin vertical line). The shadings indicate the postsaccadic period. (a) A neuron showing differential response after the TP and DMS tasks. (b) A neuron showing differential response after the saccade to the left and right target.

Figure 7. Postsaccadic responses in the correct and erroneous trials
Postsaccadic responses of 2 neurons (a, b) in the correct (left) and erroneous (right) trials. The neuron in (a) showed similar location dependency after both the correct and the erroneous trials. The neuron in (b) showed a location dependency in the correct trials, whereas it showed vigorous response in erroneous trials regardless of the location. Conventions are as in Fig. 6.

Figure 8. Task-dependent activities starting in the fixation period
Left, middle, and right panels show the activities in the control, cue, and presaccadic periods, respectively. Neuronal responses to the TP and DMS
tasks are shown separately in each panel. The neuron in (a) showed a higher activity for the DMS task until the cue period. The neuron in (b) showed a higher activity for the TP task throughout the trial. Conventions are as in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure S1. Distribution of the TP task responsive neuron of monkey C
Recording sites in 12 successive 100-µm-thick sections were superimposed on the drawing of the representative section. Blue-filled, red-filled, yellow-filled, and black-filled circles indicate the recording sites of the C-type, P-type, CP-type neurons, and unclassified responsive neurons, respectively. Unfilled circles show the recording sites of the nonresponsive neurons.

Figure S2. Distribution of the TP task responsive neuron of monkey M
Recording sites in 9 successive 100-µm-thick sections were superimposed on the drawing of the representative section. Other conventions are the same as in Fig. S1
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### Table 1. Selectivity for the shape, location, and task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cue period</th>
<th>Presaccadic period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main effect</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>6 (9%)</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>7 (11%)</td>
<td>4 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>20 (31%)</td>
<td>20 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combinations of the main effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S only</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L only</td>
<td>4 (6%)</td>
<td>4 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T only</td>
<td>15 (23%)</td>
<td>19 (26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S + L</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S + L + T</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S + T</td>
<td>3 (5%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + T</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three-way ANOVA was applied to 64 neurons in PS, 72 in DC, and 54 in MPF. Abbreviation: S, shape; L, location; T, task.
Table 2. Numbers of neurons showing differential activity between TP and DMS tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cue period</th>
<th>Presaccadic period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS  DC  MPF</td>
<td>PS  DC  MPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP &gt; DMS</td>
<td>12 12 15</td>
<td>18 11 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMS &gt; TP</td>
<td>8   8 13</td>
<td>5   16 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers of neurons exhibiting significantly higher firing rate in the TP task (TP > DMS) and in the DMS task (DMS > TP).
**Supplementary data 1. Task training**

We first trained the monkeys on the DMS task. The training on the TP task started after each monkey reached the 70% correct in the DMS task. The monkeys performed 1-3 blocks per task in each daily session. The training procedure for the TP task conformed to the previous studies [29,30]. Briefly, the monkeys were first trained on the discrimination of a single stimulus pair. After the correct rate reached a criterion (90%), a second pair was introduced. If the correct rates for both stimulus pairs reached the criterion, the third pair was added. The monkey C needed 3, 5, and 149 sessions to achieve the criterion in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd discriminations, respectively. Similarly, the monkey M spent 5, 7, and 77 sessions to meet the criterion in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd discriminations, respectively. We started the recording of the neuronal activities after the monkey reached the 90% correct in both tasks.
Supplementary data 2. Comparison of neuronal activities among the TP task, congruent, and incongruent trials of the DMS task

The task-dependent neurons could also change the activity between the congruent and incongruent trials of the DMS task. To test this possibility, we compared the neuronal firing of the task-dependent neurons, in the cue and presaccadic periods, among the trials of the TP task, congruent, and incongruent trials of the DMS task using a Tukey’s HSD test ($\alpha = 0.05$) as a multiple comparison test.

Among the 68 and 74 neurons showing the task-dependency during the cue and presaccadic periods, 66 (97%) and 70 (95%), respectively, showed indistinguishable firing between the congruent and incongruent trials. The numbers were not significantly different among the three prefrontal regions (cue period, $\chi^2 = 0.94, P > 0.05$; presaccadic period, $\chi^2 = 0.71, P > 0.05$, Fisher’s exact test). Additionally, among the 122 and 116 task-independent neurons during the cue and presaccadic periods, 121 (99%) and 112 (97%), respectively, showed indistinguishable firing between the congruent and incongruent trials. These numbers were also not significantly different among the three prefrontal regions (cue period, $\chi^2 = 0.53, P > 0.05$; presaccadic period, $\chi^2 = 0.95, P > 0.05$, Fisher’s exact test).
Fig. S1. Distribution of the TP task responsive neuron of monkey C
Recording sites in 12 successive 100-μm-thick sections were superimposed on
the drawing of the representative section. Blue-filled, red-filled, yellow-filled,
and black-filled circles indicate the recording sites of the C-type, P-type, CP-type
neurons, and unclassified responsive neurons, respectively. Unfilled circles show
the recording sites of the nonresponsive neurons.
Fig. S2. Distribution of the TP task responsive neuron of monkey M
Recording sites in 9 successive 100-μm-thick sections were superimposed on
the drawing of the representative section. Other conventions are the same as
in Fig. S1